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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The NSW State Government made an election commitment to improve cycling and 
walking connections between Emu Plains and Penrith, by widening the Victoria Bridge 
over the Nepean River.  Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) evaluated this option and 
found that upgrading the heritage Victoria Bridge would not be a cost-effective way to 
achieve this outcome.  

Efforts are now focussed on construction of a stand-alone walking and cycling bridge 
connecting Emu Plains and Penrith, referred to as ‘Nepean River Green Bridge’.  

Transport for NSW (TfNSW) has finalised a transport study that identifies the most 
suitable location for this new shared pedestrian and cyclist crossing. 

RMS has led the development of the design of the new bridge on the preferred location for 
the crossing identified by TfNSW.  

A number of design options for the bridge crossing have been investigated by RMS Bridge 
Engineering Section and recognised urban design companies. Five options for the 
concept design of the bridge are outlined in this report. Each option was reviewed to 
determine feasibility and constructability. The cost estimates for each option have also 
been prepared.  

RMS has reviewed each of the five options, and confirmed that each option is structurally 
viable.  

The following three options are shortlisted to display for the community’s feedback.  

 A steel I girder option prepared by RMS Bridge Engineering Section. 

 A cable stayed option prepared by RMS Bridge Engineering Section. 

 A cable stayed option prepared by CM+. 
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Victoria Bridge view from Penrith  
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M4 Bridge at Regentville view from Penrith 
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1. BACKGROUND 
The NSW State Government has identified an active transport crossing of the Nepean 
River in Penrith as a priority.  Funds have been allocated for a new pedestrian and cycling 
path in order to upgrade or replace the existing footpath on Victoria Bridge (Great Western 
Highway) in Penrith.  The upgrade of existing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists is also 
regarded as a safety improvement along a key connection between Penrith and Emu 
Plains.  

In November 2010 Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) conducted a structural feasibility 
study to attach a pathway to the southern side of the existing Victoria Bridge. The study 
indicated that a clip-on structure for a shared path is possible. However, the cost of this 
structure is estimated to be up to $35 million and would require a long construction 
timeframe. The feasibility study can be viewed on the RMS project website at 
www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roadprojects. 

Subsequently, investigations have been carried out for a stand-alone structure for a 
pedestrian and cyclist bridge. A stand alone bridge would be cheaper and faster to build, 
and would also minimise any impacts on the heritage Victoria Bridge.  

An independent traffic and transport study assessed numerous crossing locations for the 
new Nepean River Green Bridge.  The evaluation process included stakeholder 
workshops, community consultation and a Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) of the 
identified crossing location options.  The transport study recommended a preferred 
crossing location between Punt Road, Emu Plains and Old Ferry Road, Penrith. The new 
bridge location is approximately 200 metres south of the existing Victoria Bridge. The 
traffic and transport report is attached as Appendix A. The proposed location is shown in 
Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1. Preferred location of Nepean River Green Bridge 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
Three recognised urban design companies were engaged by RMS to develop preliminary 
concepts for a proposed new pedestrian and cyclist crossing over the Nepean River at 
Penrith between Punt Road and Old Ferry Road.  In addition, the RMS Bridge 
Engineering Section also provided two design options for the new crossing. 

Only a small number of design constraints were initially set for the development of the 
concepts and there was limited structural engineering input. Chapter 3 and 4 of this report 
provide details on the site constraints and required design features.  

Three architectural design options from the urban designers were submitted to RMS for 
review. These options were assessed for structural viability.  A report of the findings was 
provided to each designer who then had the opportunity to use an independent 
engineering consultant to assist with design modifications to their options and re-submit to 
RMS. Cost estimates were also prepared as part of this process. 

This preliminary bridge design options report was submitted to the Nepean River Green 
Bridge Steering Group at the meeting of 27 August 2012.  Three selected options are 
expected to be presented to the community for comments in September 2012.  After 
consolidating all comments, the options will be assessed by an independent consultant 
using an approved Multi Criteria Assessment process.  This process and the presentation 
of the preferred option will be included in the final design options report. 

The purpose of this report is to discuss and assess the engineering feasibility of the five 
preliminary design options. 

 

3. SITE CONSTRAINTS AND ENGINEERING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
This chapter describes and explains the different site constraints and required design 
features for the Nepean River Green Bridge. All elements are specific to the preferred 
location between Punt Road and Old Ferry Road. 

 
3.1 Waterway and flood levels 
The Australian Standard for Bridge Design AS 5100 requires consideration of all flood 
events up to the 1 in 2000 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) flood in the design of 
bridges.  Based on this, the flood levels at Victoria Bridge over the Nepean River have 
been estimated as shown in Table 1 below. 

ARI (years) Flood level (AHD) 

1 in 5 20.1 
1 in 50 24.9 
1 in 100 26.1 
1 in 500 27.6 
1 in 1000 28.6 
1 in 2000 29.2 

         Table 1. Victoria Bridge flood level estimates 
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It is a requirement that the new Nepean River Green Bridge meets the existing Victoria 
Bridge levels. The underside of current bridge girder is at Relative Level (RL) 28.8. Each 
design option has to demonstrate compliance with this condition.  

3.2  Vertical alignment 
The Nepean River Green Bridge will function as an active transport connection between 
Emu Plains and Penrith.  The vertical alignment will consist of two ramps and a main 
bridge deck. The latter can be entirely flat or have a slight vertical arc shape.   

A number of standards and design guides cover the design of ramps for various users. 
These include: 

 Australian Standard AS 5100.1 specifies the maximum grade of a ramp shall not be 
steeper than 1:8 (12.5 %) 

 The Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) usually allows a 
maximum gradient of 1:14 (7.1%) and includes landings at regular intervals 

 For cyclists and pedestrians reference can be found to AS 1428 (Design for Access 
and Mobility) which allows a maximum gradient of 1:20 (5%) 

 
For pedestrians and mobility impaired users, the guidelines recommend landings at 
regular intervals, whereas for cyclists a preference for avoiding landings can be found.   

In consideration of the above and ensuring the bridge is compliant with DDA guidelines, it 
is proposed to adopt a maximum ramp grade of 5% with 1.2 metre long landings provided 
every 19.5 metres. 

On the Emu Plains side, the shared path bridge needs to come to ground on Punt Road 
before the last driveway to the adjoining properties. This is approximately located at RL 
25.0.  On the Penrith side, the bridge needs to come to ground on the footpath along 
Nepean Avenue also at approximately RL 25.0. 

The total length of the bridge including ramps is approximately 325 metres.  The width of 
the river at normal water level is approximately 190 metres. 

With these nominated end points and ramp grades it is assumed that the bridge will be 
still fully usable in the event of a 1 in 2000 year flood.  

3.3  Rowing requirements 
In the past this stretch of river has been used for major rowing regattas.  While many of 
the events are now held at the Sydney International Regatta Centre, this stretch of river is 
still being used for training and minor rowing regattas.  Two rowing club houses are 
located on the river.  The rowing clubs have indicated a preference for no piers to be 
located in the river or for piers to be located as close to the banks as possible. 

3.4  Deck width 
The preferred clear width of the shared path bridge between handrails has been set at 5.0 
metres.  This would provide sufficient room for cyclists to comfortably pass pedestrians 
and other cyclists, and provide space for pedestrians to linger on the bridge and watch 
events on the river or on the adjacent river banks. 
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The bridge would be of sufficient width to allow a light vehicle (e.g. ambulance or 
maintenance vehicle) to travel over the bridge, and would also allow for partial width 
closure for future inspection and maintenance of the structure. 

For the long spans proposed, this width of superstructure will also assist in ensuring 
aerodynamic stability of the superstructure and improved dynamic behaviour. 

3.5 Buoyancy and water flow effects 
Water flow, debris and log impact forces on parts of the bridge below flood level are 
expected to be large.  This results in a requirement for the main span of the bridge to be 
above the 1 in 2000 year flood level due to the light weight nature of the pedestrian bridge 
structure.  While the risk of a 1 in 2000 ARI flood may seem low, no provision for the 
passage of floating debris and no allowance for deflection of the bridge under live load 
has been made. 

Bridges that are subject to submergence are normally robust structures with short to 
medium span lengths.  On cable stayed bridges, under permanent effects the deck self 
weight balances the stay cable tensions.  Buoyancy will reduce the effective self weight of 
the superstructure resulting in large deflections of a flexible deck and towers. 

To control the deflections due to buoyancy effects either the tower and superstructure 
need to be grossly over designed for normal load effects or the submerged portions of the 
any cable stayed part of the structure need to be stiffened with a series of supplementary 
piers. 

To minimise the self weight for the long spans of the proposed bridge a steel box girder 
would be the normal choice.  An 800 mm deep steel box girder would be too difficult to 
paint internally and access into such a shallow confined space would be difficult.  
Accordingly it is likely that a sealed box would be proposed for the superstructure.  As a 
sealed steel box girder would not fill with water, buoyancy effects would be high.  For this 
reason it is recommended that a solid concrete superstructure be used for portions of the 
bridge that could be subject to submergence. 

3.6 Pedestrian loading 
AS 5100.2 specifies the standard pedestrian loading on pedestrian and shared path 
bridges as 5 kilopascals (kPa) for a loaded deck area up to 85 m2 and 4 kPa when the 
loaded deck area exceeds 100 m2. However, where the bridge could be subject to crowd 
loading due to special events, a design loading of 5 kPa is specified. 

The ultimate load factor for pedestrian loading is specified as 1.8.  AS5100.2 is currently 
being revised and it is understood that the ultimate live load factor will be reduced to 1.5 in 
the updated Standard. 

However, the Scope and Application clauses of AS 5100.1 indicate that for spans greater 
than 100 metres the provisions of the Standard should be supplemented by other 
appropriate standards and specialist technical literature for the loading and strength 
requirements. 

The loading requirements of AS 5100 are intended for shorter, narrower bridges than the 
proposed Nepean River Green Bridge.  The specified pedestrian loading is very heavy for 
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the proposed wide, long span bridge.  Even with a special event on the river, it is difficult 
to envisage a pedestrian density over the full width of the bridge and over a long length 
equivalent to 4 kPa. 

Reference to other long span pedestrian bridge projects indicates adoption of much lighter 
live loadings in the design. 

Subject to further study, if the span of the bridge exceeds 100 metres and has a clear 
width of 5 metres, the following pedestrian loading is deemed appropriate, and is therefore 
proposed for the design of the Nepean River Green Bridge: 

 4 kPa over a length of 50 metres along the bridge with a loading of 3 kPa, continuous 
or discontinuous over any length on the remainder of the bridge as may be necessary 
to produce the most adverse effect. 

 The ultimate load factor shall be taken as 1.5. 

 

4. DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
RMS invited three recognised urban design companies to develop designs for the Nepean 
River Green Bridge based on the site constraints, engineering design requirements and 
design objectives discussed in chapters 3 and 4 of this report. The consultants were 
provided with a brief outlining the design requirements.  

The following objectives will be utilised as assessment criteria to identify a preferred 
option: 

Visual appeal 

The designs will be assessed on their ability to provide a unique and iconic bridge over 
the Nepean River. 
 
The design should create a regionally significant structure that distinguishes Penrith 
from other places and optimises views of the Nepean Valley and Victoria Bridge. 
 
Provide opportunity for engaging with the river 

The bridge will provide connections between the river, Penrith’s City Centre and the 
suburbs of Penrith and Emu Plains.  It should also create opportunities for people to 
engage with the river and be a destination in its own right.  
 
Penrith’s master plan Future of Penrith - Penrith of the Future highlights the strong 
community connection to the river. The bridge is considered important infrastructure to 
provide further opportunities for the community to engage with the Nepean River.  
 
Fit with the surrounding area 

Bridge designs should respect the historic setting of the area. It should also be 
sensitive to adjacent residents’ privacy, considering noise and lighting impacts.  As the 
night vision of the bridge is a significant feature of the design, creative lighting as an 
integral part of the design is a considerable factor.  
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The bridge will need to connect to existing and proposed shared-use paths to 
complete Penrith council’s Great River Walk. 
 

Fit for purpose 

The bridge is required to provide a shared-use crossing that is flood proof, comfortable 
and safe to use.   It also needs to be cost effective and fit within the Government’s 
funding commitment. 
 

Constructability and maintenance 

The bridge structure should be practical to construct without significant risks to safety, 
timing and cost outcomes. Ideally, it would also have minimal maintenance 
requirements and be easy to inspect. 
 

 

5. PRELIMINARY CONCEPT DESIGNS 
Each of the urban design companies submitted an initial concept. The three submissions 
included:  

 Hassell option – Single tower cable stayed bridge, curved alignment. 

 KI Studio option – Curved truss bridge. 

 CM+ option – Two tower cable stayed bridge, curved alignment. 
 

RMS reviewed the three initial submissions and found two of them to be not structurally 
viable and provided recommendations to the urban designers to modify their designs. It 
was also recommended that they seek independent engineering consultants to assist with 
the design modifications and to obtain a constructability certificate. 

The modified designs are now assessed to be feasible. The details of the designs are 
discussed in this chapter.  
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5.1 Hassell option – Single tower cable stayed bridge 

 

Figure 2. Hassell option – Single tower cable stayed bridge original design  

 
Description of the original architectural option 

The horizontal alignment of this option is a single arc.  A 90 metre high tower is located on 
the outside of the arc and is inclined away from centre of the circle forming the arc. 

The base of the tower would be located about 20 metres from the water’s edge on the 
Emu Plains side of the river. 

The length of the bridge between rigid supports would be around 250 metres. 

The stay cables are in a harp arrangement with stays attached to the outside arc side of 
the deck.  As the radial component of the axial force in the deck does not resist the lateral 
component of the stay force, the superstructure is subject to large lateral movements. 

No additional support is provided where the superstructure drops below flood level. 

 
Discussion 

The unbalanced stay forces would create large bending moments in the tower, requiring a 
large cross section and substantial foundations.  Constructing the high tower would 
require mobilisation of very large cranes, barges and other plant.  Future access for 
inspection and maintenance would be difficult. 

With this arrangement transverse bending effects in the tower under permanent effects 
are minimised.  While there is considerable torsional moment in the deck, the radial 
component of the axial force in the deck can be balanced by the lateral component of 
forces from the stays resulting in low lateral moments in the deck. 
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The Swansea Sail Bridge in Wales has this form but on a significantly smaller scale.  The 
total length of the Welsh bridge between abutments is 140 metres.  The central tower is 
44 metres high and is inclined towards the centre of the arc at an angle of 10.3 degrees. 

Even with a 5 metre clear width superstructure, similar to the proposed Nepean River 
Green Bridge, the superstructure needed to be fitted with tuned mass dampers to ensure 
acceptable vibration behaviour.  With the longer spans of the proposed Nepean River 
Green Bridge dynamics could be a major problem in the design. 

Construction of the bridge would require the installation of temporary false work trestles 
across the river.  The free cantilever method of construction is not considered viable as it 
would require very complicated pre-camber twists due to eccentric stay support. 

The original form the cable stayed bridge was not considered to be structurally viable. 

 
Structural modifications to the original design 

Hassel collaborated with engineering consultant, Aurecon to revise their design and 
ensure its viability. The following improvements were implemented to the original design: 

 The mast was relocated to the inside of the curved bridge and moved approximately 
20 metres towards the centre of the river. This provides a clear span of 150 metres. 

 The mast height was reduced to 70 metres. 
 Back spans of the bridge supported by piled foundation. 

The revised design is assessed as feasible. Further details on the original architectural 
design and the design modifications can be found in Appendix B. 
 

 
Figure 3. Hassell option revised – Aerial perspective from the west 
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5.2 KI Studio option – Steel truss bridge 

 

Figure 4. KI Studio option – Truss bridge looking west 

Description of the original architectural option 

This option consists of a horizontally curved Warren truss.  The cross section of the truss 
is diamond shaped with the twin bottom chords just below deck level and a single top 
chord about 10 metres above deck level. A second longitudinal chord is located about 2 
metres below the deck forming the diamond shape. 

 Figure 5. KI Studio option – Typical cross section and sundeck viewing platform 
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The truss is supported on a V shaped pier at the water’s edge on the Penrith side and on 
a blade wall pier about 20 metres from the water’s edge on the Emu Plains side.  The 
effective span of the truss is about 160 metres. 

Concrete ramps are used on the approaches to the truss. 

 
Discussion 

It is anticipated that construction would be undertaken by welding up sub-assemblies of 
the truss on the river bank and then transferring the truss onto barges to be floated into 
position.  After erecting the truss, the decking and fit out could be completed.  A working 
area, at least 200 metres long and adjacent to the river, would be required to carry out the 
onsite fabrication and assembly.  It is anticipated that the truss would weigh approximately 
600 tonnes. 

While mobilisation of large floating plant would be required to transport the truss, this 
option is considered to be technically feasible.  

 
RMS recommendations for further structural consideration 

With the proposed longitudinal grading of the bridge the bottom longitudinal tube would be 
below the 1 in 2000 year flood level for a considerable length at both ends of the bridge.  
To avoid damage by log impact and debris loading, the bottom tubes would need to be 
thick walled or filled with concrete or grout. 

Further details on the original architectural design can be found in Appendix C. 
 

 
Figure 6. KI Studio option – Proposed feature lighting 
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5.3 CM+ option - Cable stayed bridge  

 

Figure 7. CM+ option - Cable stayed bridge looking towards Emu Plains 

 
Description 

The bridge is on an ‘S-curve’ horizontal alignment with inclined towers founded at the 
water’s edge.  The towers are inclined towards the middle of the river and towards the 
centres of the arcs that make up the S-curve. 

Discussion 

Inclining the towers towards the river has the benefit of reducing the length of the long 
stay cables that support the main span.  The span between towers is approximately 190 
metres.  A single plane of stay cables from each tower connects to the inside arc side of 
the superstructure.  There are large torsional moments in the superstructure. 

The unbalanced stay forces would create large bending moments in the tower, requiring 
thick support towers and substantial foundations. 

Construction of the bridge would require the installation of temporary false work trestles 
across the river.  The free cantilever method of construction is not considered viable as it 
would require very complicated pre-camber twists due to eccentric stay support. 

The initial form of the cable stayed bridge was not considered to be structurally viable. 
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Structural modifications to the original design 

 Figure 8. CM+ revised option looking west 

CM+ collaborated with engineering consultant Cardno to revise their design and ensure its 
feasibility. The following improvements were implemented to the original design: 

 The towers were moved into the river by about 20 metres. 
 A semi-fan arrangement of stays was adopted with the longest stays attached to the 

top of the towers.   
 The end spans were supported on a series of slender columns. 
 
The revised design is now assessed to be feasible and structurally viable. Further details 
on the original architectural design and the design modifications can be found in Appendix 
D. 
 

6. RMS BRIDGE ENGINEERING OPTIONS 
The above three designs satisfied most of the design objectives. However, their costs 
were estimated to be higher than the Government’s funding commitment. 

The RMS Bridge Engineering section investigated two additional options to make best use 
of engineering design guidelines with simpler construction methods. The two options are 
detailed below.  
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6.1 RMS Bridge Engineering option - Cable stayed bridge 
This design has been prepared in accordance with optimised guidelines for cable stayed 
bridges. 

 

Figure 9. RMS Bridge Engineering - Cable stayed bridge  

It is proposed that the towers are constructed as a hydro-dynamically shaped concrete 
blade column to deck level and an A frame steel tower above deck level.  The end spans 
would be built as a concrete slab supported by a series of slender concrete columns 
which would ensure stability of the deck during submergence and  provide global 
longitudinal stability of the whole structure, yet would able to flex to accommodate thermal 
movements.  The main span past the towers could be constructed either as a shallow 
steel box girder or concrete slab. 

The side span to main span ratio and the height of the tower have been structurally 
optimised.  A semi-fan arrangement of stay cables is proposed, but a harp arrangement 
could be used. 

The A frame tower with two planes of stays and a wind shaped superstructure cross 
section would ensure aerodynamic stability of the bridge.  This will also facilitate free 
cantilever construction where the main span deck segments are lifted up and one end 
connected to the end of the cantilever and the far end picked up by a new pair of stays.  
This eliminates the need for temporary trestles across the river and allows the use of 
considerably smaller floating plant. 

The structurally optimised design would be reflected in a lower construction cost. 

Further details of the option are included in Appendix E. 
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6.2 RMS Bridge Engineering option – Steel I girder bridge 
This option reproduces the arch structure of the bridge over the Nepean River on the M4 
Motorway at Regentville, approximately 2 kilometres upstream of the location of the new 
Nepean River Green Bridge. It consists of variable depth twin steel plate girders with a 
reinforced concrete deck. 

The bridge is straight and has spans that are aligned with the existing Victoria Bridge. The 
piers would consist of reinforced concrete columns on streamline profiled pile caps. 
Permanently cased bored piles would be used for the foundations. 

 

Figure 10. RMS Bridge Engineering option – Steel I Girder Bridge  

 

Reinforced concrete approach ramps that can sustain water flow and debris forces are 
provided at both ends of the bridge.  Cross bracing between the steel plate web girders 
would be provided at about 10 metre intervals. 

It is envisaged that the bridge would be constructed by assembling girder components on 
the river bank into 60-metre long girder segments.  These would then be floated into 
position and erected onto the piers.  The girder segments would be spliced by welding 
at the quarter points to form a continuous superstructure.  After erection of all the steel 
work, a permanent precast formwork system (e.g. Transfloor) would be placed on the 
girders and the deck slab and kerbs poured. 

Due to the simple fabrication and light weight nature of girder segments, construction 
costs are expected to be modest.      

Further details of the option are included in Appendix F. 
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7. PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES 
The NSW Government has announced funding of $20 million for the planning, design and 
construction of the new Nepean River Green Bridge.  For each option the designers were 
requested to provide a strategic, preliminary cost estimate including contingency and 
maintenance allowance. The bridge design options are listed in order of lowest to highest 
cost estimate in Table 2 below. 

Options Description 

RMS Steel I girder 

RMS Cable stay 

CM+ Cable stay 

KI Studio Truss 

Hassell Single tower cable stay 

Table 2. Options in order of Preliminary Cost Estimate – lowest to highest 
 
 
8. DISCUSSION 
Following the design review and revision process, RMS is satisfied that five structurally 
viable and technically feasible options have been developed.  

Due to the width of the Nepean River, all preliminary design options have relatively long 
spans which will require further detailed investigation of aerodynamic stability and 
vibration effects.  Once a single preferred option has been identified, a detailed concept 
design will be carried out in order to address all engineering aspects for a bridge of this 
nature.  

The following three options have been selected to be displayed to the community for 
feedback as they are assessed to be the most feasible and their cost estimates are closer 
to the announced funding allocation.  

 A steel I girder option prepared by RMS Bridge Engineering Section. 

 A cable stayed option prepared by RMS Bridge Engineering Section. 

 A cable stayed option prepared by CM+. 
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9. NEXT STEPS 
After consolidating all comments from the community and stakeholders, the options will be 
assessed by an independent consultant based on the design objectives detailed in 
chapter 4 of this report.   

This process and the presentation of a preferred option will be included in a final design 
options report. The final report will be available on RMS’ website. 
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